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Every man created by of Allah in the most perfect if compared with the another, human endowed with various aspects including in is deficient and excess each of a different between individuals one with individual others will certainly impact on it's confidence. In this researchers found the problem on the kids SMAN 1 Grati Pasuruan namely though having self acceptance high but they also have confidence is low. This do want reviewed by researchers deeper, besides determine the level of self acceptance, level confidence, and relations between the two variable. The purpose of this study was to determines the level of self-acceptance and self-confidence in class X SMAN 1 Grati Pasuruan, and to know is there any relationship between them.

The purposes of this research are, determine the level of self acceptance in class X SMAN 1 Grati Pasuruan, knowing the level of self-confidence in class X SMAN 1 Grati Pasuruan, and to know is there any relationship between them.

This research uses a quantititative approach. The research was conducted at SMAN 1 Grati Pasuruan. The population of this study were 340 students, then the sample is taken by 30% of the total population, as many as 117 students. The samples were taken by using random sampling, while the supporting data was obtained through observation and interview. In this case, the researcher used questionnaire as psychological measuring instrument to collect the data. The data was analyzed by using Karl Pearson's Product Moment Correlation using SPSS 19.0 for Windows.

From the analysis of data showed that the level of self acceptance obtained from the results of the research were in the prologue and was with presentase amounting to 53 % with the frequency of 62 students the rate of a sense of trust he was in the prologue and was with prosentase 52 % by the number of 61 students. Relations contained in this research obtained through analysis data conducted using correlation product moment on spss 19.0 for windows, obtained the result rxy = 0.428 p = 0.000 ( p <0.50 ) which means there are relations self acceptance in confidence in graders x SMAN 1 Grati Pasuruan. Can be concluded that, acceptance level if he is and while also level it s confidence and so are otherwise.